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Cost: $15K

Cyclotron VIVAFY

The VIVA Connections 
Experience by Cyclotron

Duration: 5 days

Day 1: Discovery, Planning, and Overview of Microsoft VIVA Connections

Day 2: VIVA Connections, SharePoint, Teams Administration and Governance Workshop

Day 3: ACM Strategic Adoption Planning & Best Practice Guidance

Day 4: Install and Deploy VIVA Connections to Microsoft Teams

Day 5: Review Deployment and hand o�

Deploying Microsoft VIVA means investing in an employee experience that centralizes Microsoft Teams as the Hub of your modern 
workplace by serving communications, knowledge, learning, resources, and insights. There has never been a bigger need for 
technology, data and insights that are designed to enable a great employee experience regardless of your location.

VIVA is the first step in placing people at the center by bringing together systems of work with systems of support into an integrated 
employee experience. It provides people with the resources and support they need to succeed and thrive.

Cyclotron is your trusted partner to understand and implement the strategy on how to empower people and teams to be their best.

Viva Connections delivers a unified, personalized feed in which employees can explore news and contribute to the 

conversation from virtually anywhere. You can publish content from popular Microsoft 365 apps, such as SharePoint, 

Yammer, or Microsoft Stream, to a single feed and post the external news and content you want employees to see.

Keep everyone connected
Encourage meaningful connections across the 
organization by enabling employees to easily discover 
relevant communications and communities.

Make it easy for people to contribute
Foster a culture of inclusion by empowering every 
employee to contribute ideas and share feedback.

Unite and inspire your organization
Align the entire organization around your vision, mission, 
and strategic priorities.

**Valid for clients utilizing Modern SharePoint and a designated Home Site**




